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Ito Yuhiko actually knew very well that charlie might not really think highly of himself. 

After all, when charlie first came to Japan, he had a conflict with him, and even his 
attitude was very arrogant at that time, thinking that this young man from China should 
bow before him. 

then. When he was taught by charlie to be a man, he realized how difficult this young 
Chinese man was. 

And the reason why charlie was able to be polite to himself later, and once offered a 
helping hand, was entirely because of his daughter Nanako’s face. 

Therefore, at this time, Ito Takehiko, in addition to his endless gratitude to charlie, only 
had one thought left in his mind, and that is: how is his life so good. 

He didn’t feel that his life was good because of charlie’s help, but he lamented that he 
was lucky to have a daughter as good as Nanako. 

If it weren’t for Nanako, I’m afraid that the best situation for me now is to lie on the 
hospital bed with amputated limbs, all kinds of tubes inserted all over my body, and rely 
on all kinds of nutrient solutions to survive. 

It was because of Nanako that charlie helped himself recover after his amputation, 
allowing him to live the life of an ordinary healthy disabled person. Now, charlie is 
directly using a panacea to make his two broken legs recover. grow out. 

Now that I have become a healthy person again, I will have no regrets related to myself 
in this life. 

The only thing that bothered him. It is the lifelong event of her daughter Nanako. 

If you can entrust your daughter to charlie with your own hands, then your life will be 
complete. 

Just when Takehiko Ito fantasized in his mind that his daughter would marry charlie in 
the future, Koichi Tanaka next door. It also began an almost identical experience with 
Ito Takehiko. 

Fortunately, Tanaka Koichi had Don Albert sitting next to him, so when Tanaka Koichi 
was frightened by his legs, Don Albert directly dragged him out of the bathtub. After 
some explanation, Tanaka Hiroichi understood that everything in front of him was 
neither an illusion nor a dream. but reality. 



The excited Tanaka Hiroichi cried and said: Mr. Albert, I’m going to kowtow to Mr. Wade 
to thank him! 

After saying that, he was ready to rush out the door. 

Don Albertyi dragged him back, then slipped his foot into the shower, and said 
cursingly, “Damn, you’re an exhibitionist! Go out with bare buttocks! Even your bean 
sprouts are not ashamed! Go take a shower, change your clothes and go out! 

Only then did Tanaka Koichi come back to his senses, and found that he was still 
naked, he quickly bowed and said, “I’m sorry, Mr. Albert, I’m really sorry! I’m the one 
who stumbled! 

… 

At this moment. 

charlie had already walked out of the bathroom where Takehiko Ito was. 

Because of worry, Ito Nanako was standing not far from the door waiting anxiously at 
this time, and her aunt Emi Ito was waiting here with her. 

Seeing charlie coming out, Ito Nanako subconsciously wanted to step forward, but when 
she thought that her father was still in the bathroom, she stopped and asked charlie 
from a distance of a few meters: charlie, Odosan… how is it? 

pretty good. charlie smiled and said, he is taking  shower. Came out in a while. 

Ito Nanako pursed her lips and said tentatively: I seem to have heard my father cry just 
now, I don’t know if I heard it wrong… 
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charlie smiled slightly. Then he walked in front of her and said with relief: “It’s okay, Mr. 
Ito was just a little bit emotional just now. But he was also excited because he was 
happy, so you don’t have to worry too much, it is estimated that he should come out in a 
few minutes. 

Nanako Ito was a little puzzled. Carefully asked: What happened to make Odosan cry 
happily? 

charlie pretended to be mysterious and said: Don’t worry, you will know soon. 

Seeing that charlie didn’t want to say it clearly, Ito Nanako had no choice but to nod, 
and with her aunt, followed charlie back to the living room. 



Just when Ito Nanako was still wondering what happened. Xion on the side was so 
excited that his palms began to sweat. 

She is now a five-star warrior, and her sensory acuity is no longer the same as before, 
so the conversation between charlie and Ito Takehiko in the bathroom just now. 
Although she didn’t intend to eavesdrop, she could still hear clearly. 

So, she already knew at this moment. Relying on the remodeling pill given by charlie, Ito 
Takehiko had remodeled his legs, which made her extremely excited. Because in 
another two hours, her mother’s plane will also land in New York. At that time, her 
mother will be able to regenerate her severed limbs and become a normal person again 
like Ito Yuhiko! 

A few minutes later, Ito Takehiko changed into the sportswear that charlie had prepared 
in advance. Accompanied by the housekeeper, he walked out of the bathroom. 

At this time, Ito Yuhiko’s eyes and nose were red, and the rhythm of walking was a little 
slow, and even a little stiff, but this was not because of any problem with his legs. But 
because his excited mood has not calmed down at the moment. 

Seeing Takehiko Ito come out, Nanako Ito hurriedly got up and walked forward a few 
steps. Impressively discovered his father’s unusual. 

The first is that my father did not wear the tattoo he had before him; 

Secondly, my father changed into a sportswear with shorts and short sleeves; 

What surprised her even more was that her father’s prosthesis had also changed in 
style. 

The previous prostheses were not completely ecological products. 

After all, no matter how advanced the prosthesis is, it is impossible to completely 
simulate the shape of the human body, so its thighs, knees and calves are all made of 
titanium alloys to serve as the original bone parts. 

Ito Takehiko’s prosthesis is very exquisite and elegant. It uses bionic materials similar to 
human muscles in the thigh and calf to simulate the contours and visual effects of real 
muscles. 

But this is a prosthesis after all, in order to facilitate maintenance and not affect the 
movement of several components of the prosthesis. Its knee joint and ankle joint are 
both exposed metal parts. 

If you don’t wear pants, you can see the four titanium alloy joints on the two prosthetic 
limbs at a glance. 



However, Nanako Ito found that her father’s two prosthetic limbs are very realistic. Even 
the joints of the original metal components have become similar to human muscles. It 
can’t be seen that they are fake, as if they are natural. . 

Ito Emi on the side also saw the difference and said excitedly: Oni-chan! With such a 
realistic prosthesis, there is no trace of any prosthesis at all. 

Ito Nanako couldn’t help but exclaimed: Odosan…Your new prosthesis…it’s really too 
realistic…If a stranger sees it, you can’t guess it’s fake…it’s impeccable , Impeccable… 
This… Such an advanced prosthesis, was it given to you by charlie? 

Ito Yuhiko looked at his daughter and sister, smiled knowingly with red eyes, and said 
seriously: These legs were indeed given to me by Mr. Wade. 

As he spoke, he said word by word: But… this is not a prosthetic limb, this… this is… 
these are my legs! The real legs that grow on me! 
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Ito Yuhiko’s words made Emi Ito and Nanako Ito stunned! 

The two aunts and nephews looked at each other with disbelief on their faces. 

Seeing the dumbfounded expressions of the two of them, Ito Yuhiko couldn’t help but do 
a few high leg raises in place, and said excitedly, “Emi, Nanako, look! I’m not kidding 
you, these legs are really not prosthetics, it’s me my own!” 

Ito Emi suddenly exclaimed: “Nani?! Oni-chan! This…how did this happen?!” 

Ito Nanako, who was stunned by the side, suddenly came back to her senses, hurried to 
her father, and asked excitedly: “Oduosang! Am I really dreaming?! Your legs… your 
legs are really recovery?!” 

Ito Yuhiko’s eyes were filled with tears again, and he nodded incessantly: “This is the 
real Nanako! Odosan’s legs are really back to normal!” 

Ito Nanako was instantly ecstatic, she turned around subconsciously, looked at charlie 
not far behind, and choked up, ” charlie…you healed Odosan’s leg, right?!” 

charlie smiled and nodded slightly. 

Tears welled up in Ito Nanako’s eyes instantly. At this moment, she suddenly grabbed 
the hem of the kimono with both hands and ran towards charlie. When she was about to 
run to charlie, she opened her arms and threw herself into his arms. 

At this time, Nanako had no words to express her gratitude to charlie. 



At this time, she just wanted to use all her strength to hug charlie tightly. 

And charlie felt Nanako’s soft and fragrant body, and could not help but feel pity in his 
heart. 

As charlie told Ito Yuhiko before, saving him was all for Nanako, to see Nanako looking 
so happy and excited now. 

As for Ito Takehiko himself, it is just a carrier used to make Ito Nanako happy. 

Ito Nanako hugged charlie tightly, buried her face in his chest, and didn’t say a word. 

Thousands of words were stuck in her throat at this time, but she was speechless. She 
just wanted to hold charlie so tightly, a little longer, and then a little longer. 

Nanako threw herself in charlie’s arms, as if muttering to herself, and whispered softly in 
a mosquito-like voice: “Thank you, charlie…” 

charlie heard her subtle voice, did not speak, just raised his hand and patted her on the 
back a few times. 

The two didn’t say anything extra, it seemed that they had agreed, and everything was 
silent. 

Xion saw all of this in his eyes, and while envious in his heart, he couldn’t help but sigh: 
“Mr. Wade and Miss Nanako are really a match made in heaven. There are so many 
women around Mr. Wade who love him, but none of them can It’s really enviable to be 
like Nanako and look so good with charlie everywhere…” 

 


